the stormwater
puzzle solved
Introducing solutions for
every side of the puzzle.

puzzle no longer

With Wavin’s stormwater solutions...
Good stormwater management is a real puzzle.
Like the famous cube, you need to look at things
from all sides and all angles, juggling a huge
range of variables to resolve the challenges every
project presents.
On one side is climate change, bringng more
frequent extreme weather events and the parallel
perils of droughts and flooding. Some 5.2 million
properties in England, that is one in six, are at risk
of flooding.
Then there are the challenges of urbanisation:
surface water pollution, ground water depletion
and urban heat stress.
Meanwhile, on the construction side you are
weighing up stricter regulation, traffic loads,
soil types, space below ground, differing SuDS
solutions, adoption and maintenance.
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It’s a puzzle that takes experience and expertise
to resolve. Cue Wavin. The versatility and modularity
of Wavin’s stormwater units combine ease of handling,
speed of installation, proven performance, and
access for inspection and maintenance, no matter
what the application criteria is.
Add the end-to-end connectivity of our solutions
to the accumulated knowledge of our engineers
and everything just clicks into place.
Finally, there’s our unique StormForce service,
providing a single source solution right from
consultation to installation.
Puzzle no longer. With fit-for-purpose stormwater
solutions from Wavin, we can help build climate
resilient cities together.

everything just clicks.
Stormwater
management
solutions

AquaGrid

Pervious paving solution

Q-Bic Plus

The optimal solution

AquaCell

The practical solution

TreeTank
The green
solution

The complete
solution
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solutions
for every part
of stormwater
management
to make cities
climate resilient

1. Rainwater collection from the roof
Siphonic systems have minimal impact on
construction. Our Wavin QuickStream siphonic
system manages the heaviest rainfall with ease.

5. Infiltration
Wavin crate systems can be used to create
soakaway tanks, which recharge groundwater by
allowing the infiltration of rainwater into the ground.

2. Rainwater runoff via road gullies
Consider the filter properties of a gully. Our Tegra
Road Gully has a unique design to prevent pollution
and minimises the risk of flood damage.

6. Harvesting rainwater
Our surface water storage solutions enable
large volumes of water to be stored for reuse.

3. Cleaning rainwater
Remove pollutants such as oil, sediments
and heavy metals from collected rainwater.
Our Certaro filter systems do the job.
4. Attenuation
Slow discharge, or even store and reuse, of
rainwater. Our entire Q-Bic Plus and AquaCell
ranges provide a solution to any situation.
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7. Pumps and filters for rainwater reuse
Using pumps and filters to operate reuse
systems, we work together with partners
to offer total solutions.
8. Greenification with irrigation
Use rainwater for landscape irrigation. Wavin can
support via sister company Netafim, the world
leader in drip irrigation.
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10. Flow control
Our Vortex Valves deliver simple solutions that
optimise the regulation of rainwater.

Service and support
at every stage of
your project

11. Water discharge
Discharge rainwater to open water or a treatment
plant with our system of TwinWall Pipes and
Wavin Inspection Chambers.

With Wavin as your partner, you benefit
from our project design skills and a
comprehensive range to create your
customised stormwater management solution.

9. Greenification with tree tanks
Our TreeTank supports tree growth in challenging
urban environments and prevents road damage.

•
•
•
•

Analysis and advice
Project design and calculation
Delivery
After sales service

Book your appointment today.
wavin.co.uk/stormwater
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Q-Bic Plus
The optimal solution
Nothing ticks the boxes for speed, ease,
compliance and versatility like the revolutionary
Q-Bic Plus.

Jet cleaning
nozzle

Robot
camera

Accessibility and high capacity
High storage volume copes with peaks
in rainfall, and a 70% open floor with lateral
and vertical access allows easy deployment
of cleaning and inspection equipment.
Fully inspectable
Inspection access can be placed in almost
any position, so you can take advantage
of the most open tank design on the market.
Assisted system design
With market leading BIM packages, an intuitive
configuration tool and our technical team
on call, system design is fast, straightforward
and accurate.
Space-saving storage
Nested storage design saves valuable space
on site and reduces transport costs.
On-site ﬂexibility
Whatever the available area, Q-Bic Plus gives
flexibility in tank design. Orientation and
shape can easily be configured to fit within
site constraints and can be adjusted on
site, if required, to work around unforeseen
restrictions or obstacles.
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Designed to be easy to handle and with no
pegs, clips or tools required, Q-Bic Plus can
be installed two times faster than comparable
units – safely and fault-free every time.
70% open floor space, a flat tank floor with
guiding profiles, and wide access, bi-directional
channels give optimum access for CCTV and
cleaning nozzle reach.

Faster construction
saves valuable time
and space on site
The unique modular design of Q-Bic Plus gives
class-leading installation speeds. There is no need
for separate clips and pegs to join units together,
and no tools or specialist skills are required.
The system’s integrated, patented connectors
automatically slide into one another, ensuring
the units are secure both vertically and horizontally.
The Q-Bic Plus unit’s lightweight, dedicated hand
grips, ‘non-handed’ design, and level, walkable top
deck add up to speed, safety and ease for right-firsttime installation in half the time of comparable units.

Scan to watch the side-by-side
installation comparison
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AquaCell Eco
The simple solution
Manufactured with our expertise as European
market leader in geocellular units, AquaCell
Eco is a simple and straightforward solution
that is even available pre-wrapped for greater
speed and ease of installation.
Designed for parks, gardens and all nontrafficked areas, it’s the cost-effective, proven
and environmentally responsible stormwater
choice – manufactured, like all AquaCell units,
from 100% recycled and recyclable plastic.
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AquaCell Core-R
The practical solution
Core-R has been designed for use in deep
applications, subject to both regular and
heavy traffic loadings such as cars and HGVs,
and is made from 100% recycled and 100%
recyclable plastic.
In every situation AquaCell Core-R ticks the box,
from safe, fast and dependable installation,
expert design support to meet local regulations,
and easy access for maintenance and life-long
sustained performance.
AquaCell systems are the tried and tested
answer to the effective management of
surface water.

67 tonnes/m2

AquaCell Plus-R
The inspectable solution
AquaCell Plus-R has been designed primarily
for use in applications where inspection is
required. It is suitable for use in all applications
from landscaped areas to heavily traﬃcked areas
(for vehicles up to 44 tonnes). The units can
be used in combination with AquaCell Core-R
(and Eco if there is at least one layer of Core-R
in between the Plus-R and Eco layer).
Extra lateral loading capacity allows installation
at greater depths. Integral inspection channels
in each unit combine to create viewing channels
for the full length of the installed structure.
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AquaGrid 40
Pervious paving system
Wavin AquaGrid 40 helps to improve the management
of captured rain and stormwater and can be used
in conjunction with AquaCell structures.
An alternative to hard, permeable surfacing, it leaves
up to 90% surface area for pervious infill to enable
the immediate infiltration of rainfall.

AquaGrid 40 with grass infill.
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•

Lightweight and easy to install

•

For use on driveways and car parks (where
a suitable sub-base has been installed) and
for landscaped areas

•

Suitable for use with either grass or gravel infill

•

Made from recycled plastic

AquaGrid 40 with gravel infill.
Pervious paving solution that is
quick and easy to install.

AquaGrid 40 units interlink
together without the need for
separate locking pins.

TreeTank
Helping trees and cities to flourish
Planting more trees is important to make and keep
our cities healthy, enjoyable and climate resilient.
Keeping these trees healthy and thriving within
a built environment is where TreeTank comes in.

Utilising our Q-Bic Plus units means easy installation,
whilst providing a stable underground construction
with its unique side panels that separate compacted
soil from loose soil.

Our new TreeTank solution lets trees flourish and
prevents roots from damaging roads and pavements,
providing the ideal environment for root growth
with the sufficient minerals, water and air.
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Every challenge of the stormwater puzzle – solved
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The single-source stormwater
management solution
StormForce is the service that developers,
tier one design and build contractors and civil
engineering firms have been waiting for.
A high quality, single source solution to the
design, supply and installation of stormwater
tanks and all their associated infrastructure,
from capture and attenuation to dispersal.
End to end, everything is taken care of by
Wavin. We consult and advise on site, we value
engineer the optimum design, we manufacture
and co-ordinate the required products and
components, we install through fully trained
StormForce partners, and we underpin the
installation with a five-year warranty.
With one turnkey solution, and without managing
multiple companies, you unlock the very best
in surface water management, de-risking the
construction of essential infrastructure and
getting it in the ground faster, to your schedule
and to our high standards.
It’s the future of sustainable drainage. It’s fast
and efficient. It’s hassle & risk-free, and it’s
quality and compliance assured. It’s StormForce,
and it’s one less thing for you to worry about
on every project you undertake.
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working with Q-Bic Plus
Norfolk County Council
Developing a new four-arm roundabout to
open up land for development, Norfolk County
Council (NCC) didn’t have the option to feed
run-off into the existing local sewer system.
NCC needed a water attenuation solution that
would meet a number of stringent regulatory
requirements. The Lead Local Flood Authority
stated that any SuDS solution would need to be
designed to cope with a 1-in-100-year storm event,
while also offering an additional 40% capacity
allowance for climate change. The site is also
within an EA Source Protection Zone 3, requiring
the proposed system to be fully inspectable.
The council and project contractor, Tarmac,
worked with Wavin to develop a bespoke solution.
NCC engineer Ting Liu designed an attenuation
solution using Q-Bic Plus and checked with Wavin’s
Technical Team to confirm the design’s suitability.
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Ting Liu explains: “There are many stormwater
attenuation solutions on the market, but not many
can be inspected. We opted for Q-Bic Plus, due
to its storage and infiltration capabilities, alongside
its easy accessibility for inspection. We were also
impressed by the support that Wavin’s Technical
Team provided in confirming that our designs and
product selection were best for the site.”
Wavin then worked closely with Tarmac to ensure
the project ran smoothly, including the provision
of on-site training on the simple installation process
for the Tarmac team.
Q-Bic Plus also demonstrated its versatility when
breaking ground on site, which revealed utility
infrastructure that couldn’t be removed. Wavin’s
Technical Team easily adjusted the design – rotating
it to run parallel – allowing work to continue to
original timescales.

working with StormForce
Hatfield Station
Hatfield Station in Hertfordshire is one of
the busiest commuter hubs in the UK, with
regular services into London and with direct
links to Cambridge.
The construction of a large multi-storey car park
was a key element of a £9 million investment in
improvements to the station’s infrastructure.
With so many people relying on the smooth
running of the station every day, stormwater
management was a key consideration of the
design, as was the efficient running of the build
to minimise its impact on passengers.
Nationwide Engineering, the consultants managing
the project, needed a holistic, bespoke and
effective surface water drainage solution and
became the first project to benefit from Wavin’s
pioneering StormForce service.

In a typical stormwater supply chain, implementation
can be complex and disjointed with many different
providers and teams involved. But with all aspects
of the below ground attenuation tank’s design,
supply and installation provided by StormForce,
the whole process was made simpler with greater
efficiency and less risk.
Assisted by the merchant partner, Keyline, the
StormForce team was able to complete the entire
installation in just two days, keeping the project
on track and protecting the development from
any surface water disruption in the future.
Stewart McKechnie, site agent for Nationwide
Engineering, commented: “StormForce really does
deliver. Our supply and surface water management
is totally sorted, so we can get on with the rest of the
build. The service was fast, compliant, sustainable
and top quality – what more could you want?”

Discover more case studies and solve your
stormwater puzzle at wavin.co.uk/stormwater
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Wavin is part of Orbia, a community
of companies working together
to tackle some of the world’s most
complex challenges. We are
bound by a common purpose:
To Advance Life Around the World.

Wavin Limited
Registered Office | Edlington Lane | Doncaster | DN12 1BY
Tel. 0844 856 5152 | www.wavin.co.uk | info@wavin.co.uk
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let’s fight floods
and droughts
together

